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Issue # Categor
y

Found
In
Releas
e

Module Title Release Note

276309 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A API & CLI The get_valid_meta_data API command can now retrieve data for specific fields as opposed to retrieving data for
all fields

A list of fields as parameters will
retrieve just the metadata for the
fields in the list.;

275410 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A File
Import
(GUI)

New ability to import document and image field display types as part of the file import utility There is a new extension to the
file import utility in that document
fields, image fields and
attachments can now be
imported as part of the process.;

264087 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Notificatio
n

Email notification settings may be set by Business Area and Project The behavior settings for
AD_HOC_EMAIL_FROM_ADDR
ESS,
AD_HOC_EMAIL_FROM_SEND
ER,
EMAIL_ADMINISTRATOR_NAM
E,
EMAIL_ADMINISTRATOR_USE
R_ID, EMAIL_FROM_USER_ID,
and
EMAIL_FROM_USER_NAME
may now be set for any Business
Area and Project, overriding the
global settings on the behavior
settings screen.;

278891 Feature
Enhance

ment

N/A Search /
Report

Simplified expressions using TIMESTAMP data types Creating report expressions to
compute the differences between
two dates that used database
TIMESTAMP fields (used in
ExtraView DAY and DATE
display type fields) was
cumbersome and involved
computing the days, hours,
minutes and seconds separately.
A new date_diff function has
been created for use in report
expressions to simplify the
preparation of report
expressions.;

278143 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Add &
Edit

Problem with Chrome 27.0.1453.94 m and list field behavior This new release of Chrome
introduced a bug within list fields,
such that when a selection in the
list was made, the cursor within
the list would jump to the top of
the list, and not remain with the
selected value being visible.  We
have worked around the problem
in the ExtraView code.;
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279473 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Add &
Edit

Add issue screen closed after entering an ambiguous name in a User field This only occurred in the situation
where an installation was using
an LDAP server, and a user used
the ambiguous name popup to
resolve which of two identical
names were to be selected for a
user popup field.  The problem
has been fixed.;

278806 Product
Bug

7.0.16 Administr
ation

Report expressions were limited to 255 characters when saved as a default expression in the data dictionary These now allow 4,000
characters.;

279346 Product
Bug

8.0 Attachme
nts

Attachment drag-and-drop upload window showed that there was "mixed" signed and unsigned code The ExtraView build process has
been altered to ensure that the
correct code signing certificates
are in place.  This was caused by
an update by Oracle to the Java
distribution.;

277569 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Business
Rules

Some email business rules did not trigger when there was more than one repeating row This only occured when the rules
acted on the inbuilt RELEASE
repeating row.  This has been
fixed.;

277087 Product
Bug

7.0.14 EV Mail Attachment was missing in an issue which was created using EVMail This was caused by badly formed
emails, where the content-type
and disposition of the attachment
were unrecognized.  We are now
save the part as an attachment
rather than discarding it.;

277933 Product
Bug

7.0.11 EV Mail EVMail import of a specific file type looked corrupted When importing a Microsoft Word
document that used the UTF-8
character set.  Word inserts a
Byte Order Mark (BOM) into the
file.  A user's Word file wrongly
interpreted characters following
the BOM as Chinese, and this
was then uploaded into
ExtraView.  We now look for this
sequence of characters in the
input stream of characters and
handle this odd combination.;

279404 Product
Bug

7.0.15 General
code

issues

The date within a Day field was off by one day, when issue was updated using the NOWAIT feature This was fixed.;

275592 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Jira
Integratio

n

java.lang.ClassCastException: java.util.HashMap cannot be cast to java.io.File error This error message was seen in
the log file with regular
occurence.  It was simply poor
logging, as opposed to their
being a problem.  This was fixed.;

276767 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Jira
Integratio

n

Temporary attachment files were not deleted Temporary files used when
synchronizing attachments were
not deleted after their use.  This
has been rectified.;
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277259 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Layout
Rendering

Textarea fields within email full layouts were not displaying contents of Related Issue fields This was fixed.;

277311 Product
Bug

7.0.4 Layout
Rendering

Read Only If layout cell attribute causing unexpected results within Repeating Rows This was only an issue with
DOCUMENT and IMAGE fields.
If there was a field of one of
these types on a repeating row
with a Read Only If layout cell
attribute, the user could not
delete that row.  This has been
fixed.;

278395 Product
Bug

8.0 Relations
hips

The incorrect Business Area/Project was used for relationship group sort in embedded popup for ADD screens This was a minor problem that
only manifested itself when
clicking on column headers on
related issue displays to resort
the list.  This was fixed.;

259282 Product
Bug

6.5.1.5 Search /
Report

Plain Excel file output in a scheduled report did not format correctly with Japanese characters This was a problem that was
fixed;

274967 Product
Bug

7.0.12 Search /
Report

Scheduled report error if the report owner who scheduled the report had his permission revoked to schedule a
report

This is an unusual circumstance
when a report owner has his
permission to schedule further
reports revoked.  Reports this
user owned then gave an error
when the schedule kicked off the
report.  This has been fixed, so
the report will continue to be
generated in these
circumstances.;

277227 Product
Bug

7.0.10 Search /
Report

Excel output of a report renders carriage returns and end of line characters as &#13;&#10; within textarea fields This was a recent change which
did not take the Excel output into
account.  This was fixed.;

277294 Product
Bug

7.0.4 Search /
Report

Memory leak in scheduled reports Scheduled reports had a memory
leak.  If the same report was run
very frequently without the
system having time to recover,
the result was a slowdown of
response for all users.  This has
been fixed.;

277596 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Search /
Report

Keyword search for "non-indexed" words was not working correctly The correct functionality is that if
a keyword search is carried out
on a word that contains special
characters such as hyphen and
underscore, then it will be found
using the Quickfind mechanism if
the word is embedded in double-
quotes.  If the word with special
characters being searched for is
not surrounded by double-
quotes, then a slower, non-
indexed search is performed.;

277645 Product
Bug

7.0.4 Search /
Report

Filter values were lost during runtime filter execution with Expanded Query Filters This was a problem that affected
multi-valued list fields only.  This
has been fixed.;
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278067 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Search /
Report

Keyword search for "non-indexed" words was not working correctly The correct functionality is that if
a keyword search is carried out
on a word that contains special
characters such as hyphen and
underscore, then it will be found
using the Quickfind mechanism if
the word is embedded in double-
quotes.  If the word with special
characters being searched for is
not surrounded by double-
quotes, then a slower, non-
indexed search is performed.;

278804 Product
Bug

7.0.14 Search /
Report

Report screen not rendering correctly In Internet Explorer 7 only, the list
of fields in the report editors
would sometimes be slightly too
low, obscuring the buttons
beneath the field list in the
column report editor.  This has
been fixed.;

279957 Product
Bug

7.0.15 Search /
Report

Scheduled Report email was received without a from address or name This only occurred on a few
customer sites.  The problem has
been fixed.;
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